## Action-list from the BTN2012 meeting

### BTN site changes & BTN -> GOBLET website
- **Champion:** Rafael

Status of GOBLET website including decisions & recommendations that were discussed yesterday.

**Agreed Action** _WHO_

**Taskforce:** Aidan Budd, Cath Brooksbank, Michelle Brazas
- Templates/tabs/content agreement_AB+CB+MB

### Course Pages On BTN website
- **Champion:** Manuel & Rafael

**AIM:** Adoption of SASI

**Agreed Actions** _WHO_

**Taskforce:** Javier, Tommi, Ejia, Pedro (+MC/RJ)
- Tommi/Ejia to see how their events/fields fit in iann
- Manuel will write a document
- This will be a GOBLET initiative
- Recommendations

### Minimum standards for Bioinformatics Training event / iAnn

- **Champions:** Manuel & Rafael

**AIM:** Adoption of SASI

**Agreed Actions** _WHO_

**Taskforce:** Cath, Celia
- Email list (iann)-MC/RJ
- Google Analytics-MC/RJ
- Contact EBI external services involving transfer BTN-＞GOBLET-CB
- Define role itico in hosting GOBLET website & relation with iAnn membership of GOBLET members & relation with membership for GOBLET-CvG
- Itico

### Future of BTN -> hosting website

- **Champions:** Manuel & Rafael

**AIM:** Adoption of SASI

**Agreed Actions** _WHO_

**Taskforce:** Rafael, Manuel
- Describe status Facebook, status Twitter for BTN site
- Describe plans, recommendations to take to GOBLET

### Defining BTN (across the Internet)

- **Champions:**
  - Pedro/Kristian depending on individual membership

**Actions agreed** _WHO_

**Taskforce:** Rafael, Manuel
- Describe status Facebook, status Twitter for BTN site
- Describe plans, recommendations to take to GOBLET

### EMTRAIN requirements and IMI quality criteria

- **Champion:** Cath

**Actions agreed** _WHO_

**Taskforce:**
- Write a page about it-CB
- Ask oncourse admin to contact and let know the group how to add courses-CB
- Circulate course provider charter-CB
Paper on bioinformatics resources

Champion: Javier de Las Rivas
• Who want to join

Actions agreed-WHO
Taskforce: Michelle Brazas, Vicky Schneider
ACTION: write an abstract

WEB2013 (@ISMB2013)

Champion: Michelle

Actions & plans for web2013, a.o.:
Taskforce: Vicky Schneider, Patricia Pelagi, Terri Attwood, Cath Brookbank, Celia van Gelder, Allegra Via
• Workshop proposal
• Draft letter to ISCB

Recognition, accreditation & innovation

Champion: Pedro

Actions_WHO:
Task force: Kristan Rother, Rafael Jimenez, (Michelle Brazas)
• Present to LifeTrain initiative -CB
• Pilot implementation (badges for Recognition of training (skills))
• Recommend it for GOBLET

Competition for best training material in bioinformatics

Champion: ?

Actions_WHO:
Task force: ?

• Write document on this-Tommi Nyren
• In the wishlist for 2014, PLOS comp bio involved?
• Recommended for GOBLET

Other stuff we talked about

1. Controlled vocabulary for target audiences
Champion: Rafael (TF: Manuel, Pedro)
1.DOIs with course material (recognition of Trainers)
Champion: Marc van Driel
Taskforce: Tommi Nyren, Nicky Mulder, Michelle Brazas
ACTION: to obtain a list and overview of possible mechanisms
Recommendation to GOBLET
3. Learners like me
Champion: Pedro
Taskforce: Celia van Gelder, Jacky Dreyer
ACTION: create webstructure and voluntary feedback that is crowd source
Recommendation to GOBLET
4. GoBlet meeting 2013
Champion: Michelle Brazas
Taskforces: Vicky Schneider, Terri Attwood, Celia van Gelder, Pedro Fernandes
ACTION: apply for meeting grant (Canada), once MB check eligibility, and explore other potential funding (lifelong learning initiatives)

Individual memberships of GOBLET

Individual memberships
YES, we should have this as a vehicle for those individuals that have no affiliation represented. These benefits should be there for individual members:
• One voice (internal and external)
• Stay up-to-date/news
• Networking/training skills sharing
• Recognition/accreditation
• Sharing materials (open access)
• Promote (my) event
• Recommendation for format of individual membership of GOBLET